
ALTERNATIVE ENERGY SERIES

This package can work with ANY dyno as built by Megatech.  The  software package, combined with the TE-1, 
Alternate Fuels Engine, is a powerful training aid for any student learning alternate fuels.  The software allows 
the user to graph multiple runs of the TE-1, using alternate fuels (propane, methanol, ethanol, etc.), showing 
the various properties of each.  Students can actually see which fuel produces more torque!  Which burns hotter, 
propane or alcohol?  Information like this can be graphed, and compared on a computer, then saved or printed.  
Study  high performance engines, as the engine allows for different compression ratios and timing to be selected, 
then Horsepower and Torque to be viewed on screen.   Want to instrument your diesel engine and see how then Horsepower and Torque to be viewed on screen.   Want to instrument your diesel engine and see how 
BIODIESEL will effect performance?  Easily done.

Ordering Information: Model MEG-150-DAD
THE SYSTEM:

• Allows user to power graph live data from engine 
• View effects of different fuels directly by overlaying graphs 
• Ability to set up custom graphs using only desired data/sensors 
• Console layout can be customized to suit specific needs 
• Audio/Visual warnings can be set for various parameters 
• Compatible with Windows XP (Vista, NT, 2000, Me, 00 98)• Compatible with Windows XP (Vista, NT, 2000, Me, 00 98)

PC Data Acquistion
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The MEG-150 can be purchased to include a data acquistion system. There are three options:

Option A:  MEG-150 basic unit (see prior page for specifications) which is a combination of the oilless 
       transparent engine with the dyno.

Option B:  MEG-150 DAD which is OPTION A with the added feature of Data Acquistion Device Software.  
       DAD combined with custom fit instrumentation and sensors.  This will allow you to plot, graph 
       and print from the computer either in a graph format or in a spreadsheet.

Option C:Option C:  Retrofit your exsisting MEG-150 system.  There are over 4,000 systems in the U.S. which can be   
       retrofitted with the DAD system: please contact factory for pricing.

Alternative Fuel Engine Program with Data Acquistion
Model: MEG-150 DAD


